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General background. To answer queries on large volumes of data, we often need to integrate
different heterogeneous systems. The approach called ontology-mediated query answering [1, 3, 4]
proposes to address this problem and connect together the data sources with an ontology, i.e., a
set of logical rules describing the semantics of data. Query evaluation can then be performed by
reasoning with these logical constraints and with the data sources. In particular, we can proceed
by forward chaining, i.e., deriving the consequences of data using rules; or by backward chaining,
i.e., rewriting the query so that it can be directly evaluated on the data sources.

Goals of the internship. The goal of this internship is to study how we can explain the query
answers provided by an OMQA system, by taking into account both the data and the logical rules.
To do this, we propose to extend OMQA using the notion of provenance, which was originally
developed for relational databases [2]. Provenance is a general formalism to describe from where
query results originate, i.e., which data was used to produce them. The challenge is to propose new
definitions of provenance for OMQA, and in particular to extend its definition to take into account
the logical rules that have been used. One first idea can be to study definitions of the so-called
Boolean provenance, and determine the complexity of computing it, e.g., by proposing techniques
that adapt forward or backward chaining. A more ambitious goal would be to propose non-Boolean
definitions of provenance, e.g., for general semirings. Another possible extension is to study how
we can update the query answers and their provenance when the underlying data is modified, and
how we can revise data and rules to incorporate user feedback.

Environment and supervision. The internship will last for 4–6 months and be supervised by Pierre
Bourhis1 (CNRS) and Antoine Amarilli2 (associate professor at Télécom Paris), in the context of
the ANR CQFD project. The internship can be located in INRIA Lille or at Télécom Paris in
Palaiseau (south of Paris), to be discussed with the applicant. This internship can lead to a PhD
thesis funded as part of the CQFD project.
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